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HIGHLIGHT

“PANPERS”: FROM COLORADO TO CANAZEI
One of the must appreciated comic couples of the Italian TV arrives
tonight in the square Piaz Marconi in Canazei to make everybody laugh
and have fun. It’s the duo “Panpers”, alias Andrea Pisani and Luca
Peracino (both born in 1987), who have become famous by taking part in
the comic programme “Colorado” since 2009. They have also been part of
the TV series “In Tour” on Disney Channel and then of “Shot Time”, always
keeping in touch with their fans through Youtube. Not only, they have
also reached the big screen, acting in two Italian films (“Fuga di cervelli”
by Paolo Ruffini and “I babysitter” by Giovanni Bognetti. They’ve even
embarked on a discographic adventure with a couple of tracks that came
out in summer 2017.
In case of bad weather the show by “Panpers” will take place at the cinema
Marmolada.

Today in the valley
MUSIC ON “TOURNÉE DES REFUGES”

MOUNTAIN HUT SANDRO PERTINI - CAMPITELLO AT 2.00 P.M.
The itinerant festival that proposes its acoustic concerts (58) around
the Alps comes to Val di Fassa.

“I BONTEMPONI” GO TO THE WAR

STRADA DE MEIDA – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN DI FASSA AT 9.00 P.M.
The theatre company “I Bontemponi” and a choir present “In Viaggio
nella Grande Guerra” in some corners of the village.

LULLABY UNDER THE STARS

LOC. PALA DA RIF - MOENA AT 9.30 P.M.
Silence, perfumes and the feeble lights of the nature are the location
of theatralised readings that lull the publc to sleep.

Itineraries
FROM MAZZIN DI FASSA TO THE UDAI VALLEY
From the town centre of Mazzin, go up along the street Strèda do
Ruf and along the forest road Val de Udai (path n. 580) APss over a
bridge and then climb the steep paved cobbled rack to reach path
n. 579, cross the bed of a stream and then the stream “Ruf de Udai”.
Once entered the wood, up to the bastion “del Zocol” and its
wonderful waterfalls. After some hairpin turns, reach the plain and
cross a stream to reach the “Pian de Udai”. Continue to go up,
crossing the stream several times. Cross the grazing and reach the
upper wall of the Val de Dona (2.30 h). Go down along path n. 577
to Fontanazzo (1.45 h), otherwise descend the grazing of Camerloi,
Pas de Ciaréjoles and Val de Duron to reach Campitello on the
paths n. 578 and 532 (2.30 hours).

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST, 2 AT 8.30 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
PANORAMIC EXCURSION WITH DELICIOUS ENDING ON THE PASTURES
OF SASSO PIATTO (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 2 AT 9.00 A.M. - MOENA

THREE VALLEYS BY E-BIKE

FROM SAN PELLEGRINO TO PASSO VALLES, TO PREDAZZO AND BACK.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
The first “official” news about the group of Catinaccio comes from
the narration of an excursion that dates back to 25th August 1860
by some English mountaineers that told about it to the British press.
On that day, the group composed by Gilbert Churchill and some
friends, after having slept at the hotel "Corona d’Oro" in Vigo,
reached the Ciampedìe. Everybody was conquered by the majesty
of the hollow, surrounded by the rocky walls of the dolomitic group.
The place was also reported in the famous book by Churchill, “The
Dolomites Mountain”, published in London in 1868.

AUGUST 2 AT 8.00 A.M. - CANAZEI

ON THE HISTORIC MARMOLADA
THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES LEAD US ACROSS THE GLACIER TO VISIT THE
POSITIONS OF THE GREAT WAR. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT
(EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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